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Section A (36 marks)

1 (i) Show by sketching two curves on the same axes that the equation

cosx x2 = ,

  where x is in radians, has exactly one positive root. Give a rough initial estimate of the root. [3]

 (ii) By re-arranging the equation, find an iterative formula for x
r 1+

 in terms of x
r
. Use this iterative formula 

to find the root correct to 2 decimal places. [5]

2 This question concerns binomial coefficients of the form 
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 (i) Calculate the absolute and relative errors in the approximate formula for n 5=  and n 10= . Comment 
briefly on how the absolute errors and relative errors appear to change with n. [5]

 (ii) It can be shown that the relative errors in part (i) are approximately equal to kn
1  for some integer k. Use 

the values calculated in part (i) to determine k. [2]

3 The function f ( )x  has the values shown in the table.

x 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

f(x) 1.641 1.990 1.840 1.192

 (i) Show by means of a difference table that f ( )x  can be closely approximated by a quadratic function. [3]

 (ii) Use Newton’s forward difference interpolation formula to obtain an estimate of f ( . )0 15 . [4]

4 (i) Show, graphically or otherwise, that the equation

    2 3 4x x+ =    (*)

  has exactly one root.

  Show that the root lies in the interval [ . , . ]0 7 0 8 . [4]

 (ii) Use the method of false position to find the root of (*) correct to 2 decimal places. [4]
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5 The values of the function g( )x  in the table are correct to 4 decimal places.

x –0.2 –0.15 –0.1 –0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

g( )x 1.1292 1.1540 1.1766 1.1974 1.2163 1.2335 1.2489 1.2625 1.2745

 (i) Use the central difference formula with suitable values of h to obtain a sequence of three estimates of 
g ( )0l . [4]

 (ii) Hence give a value for g ( )0l  to an appropriate degree of accuracy, explaining your reasoning. [2]

Section B (36 marks)

6 In this question, dtanI x x1
.

0

0 5

= +; , where x is in radians. Estimates of I should be given correct to 
6 decimal places.

 (i) Obtain the trapezium rule and mid-point rule estimates of I with h = 0.5.

  Use these two values to obtain a Simpson’s rule estimate of I. [3]

 (ii) Find, as efficiently as possible, two further trapezium rule estimates, two further mid-point rule 
estimates, and two further Simpson’s rule estimates.

  Give the value of I to the accuracy that is justified. [7]

 (iii) Find the differences and the ratio of differences for the trapezium rule estimates and also for the mid-
point rule estimates.

  What do the ratios of differences indicate?

  State, with a reason, whether either of the mid-point and trapezium rules gives more accurate estimates 
than the other. [8]

[Question 7 is printed overleaf]
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7 The series ...S
n1

1
2
1 1

n
= + + +  is summed, for various values of n, using a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet 

 
gives the answers S 18.5896

100
=  and S .26 8593

200
= . For the purposes of this question, these values may 

be regarded as exact.

 (i) The same calculations are now carried out with each term in the series rounded to 4 decimal places. 
The answers obtained are 18.5897 and 26.8589 respectively.

  Explain how it arises that one sum is too large and the other is too small. [2]

 (ii) Now suppose that the same calculations were carried out with each term in the series chopped to 
4 decimal places. Estimate the answers that would be obtained, explaining your reasoning. [4]

 (iii) Show, by using the mid-point rule on the integral d
x

x1
.

.

k

k

0 5

0 5

-

+

= , that

    . .
k

k k1 2 0 5 0 5. + - -_ i. [4]

 (iv) It follows from the result in part (iii) that

... . .
n

n
1
1

2
1 1 2 0 5 0 5.+ + + + -_ i.

  Use this result to find approximations for S100  and S 002 . Find the errors in these approximations. What 
do you notice about the values of these errors? [5]

 (v) Making a suitable assumption about the error, obtain as accurate an estimate of S1000  as you can. [3]
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